
 

 

SMU Classification: Restricted 

Annex A 
 

Startup Name Description Website 

BoundByWine BoundbyWine is a wine ecommerce with an 
interactive algorithm that helps wine lovers identify 
their perfect wine for every occasion, based on their 
past wine diary inputs. 

https://boundbywine.com  

Craft Tea Fox Craft Tea Fox is an Internet-based lifestyle brand 
focused on making enjoying Matcha convenient and 
easy. 

https://craftteafox.co 

Crunch Cutlery Crunch Cutlery is the first startup to address plastic 
waste and poor urban nutrition with a single product. 
Our solution is to supercharge a functional “biscuit” 
with superfoods such as flax, chia and whole wheat 
for a boost of Omega 3, Vitamin B3, Lignans and 
Fibre with every bite. We want to encourage people 
to use our product as functional cutleries and eat it 
after use so that nothing goes to waste! 

https://www.crunchcutlery.com  

dateideas dateideas is a mobile app SaaS-enabled 
marketplace which allows couples to book a variety 
of curated couple packages from merchants, while 
integrating SaaS features which improve the quality 
of their dates and relationships in the long-run. 

https://www.dateideas.io/ 

KASEE Batik 
Activewear 

KASEE produces activewear which is done in batik 
process. Our focus is to  preserve Indonesian culture 
by redefining the tradition for the modern lifestyle. 
Through this, KASEE aims  to provide visibility for 
batik artisans and bring the tradition closer to the 
heart of urban dwellers. 

www.kasee.id  

ORBIT Pet dogs are the family we choose for ourselves. 
ØRBIT offers game-changing holistic, sleek, smart 
collars that automates monitoring health and location 
for early diagnosis and easy tracking. It is designed 
to empower pet owners to proactively care for their 
dogs and to enable them to give their dogs the best 
lives. 

https://www.orbit.company  

Sekoni Original Sekoni Original is a watch company that provides an 
intriguing take on traditional watches. With an iconic 
moonphase timepiece and an upcoming athleisure-
inspired series, Sekoni aspires to tell compelling 
stories for wearers through artful timepieces. 

https://sekonioriginal.com  
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